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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis the Nu Machine is evaluated as a parallel processing testbed. 

The system consists of MC6801 0 microprocessor boards, half megabyte memory 

boards and a system diagnostic unit. The NuBus is used as its shared backplane 

bus. The suitability and the problems encountered in implementing the shared 

memory, shared bus multiprocessor system are studied and solutions proposed. 

Benchmark programs are designed, coded in MC6801 0 assembly language and 

run on the testbed. The system performance is evaluated. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The demand for faster and more efficient computing power is ever 

increasing. The advent of VLSI technology and the improvements therein have 

made it possible to have faster processors at low costs. However, the speed of 

the individual system components will not continue to increase as fast as it has in 

the past. The information transfer in a microprocessor chip is via the transfer of 

electronics, which is limited by the speed of conduction in the semiconductors. 

Thus the device technology places an upper limit on the speed of a single 

processing element. Therefore it is necessary to use parallel processing 

techniques to build high performance systems using current technology. 

In a traditional uniprocessor system, the execution of instructions take place 

sequentially. The speed of a single processing element can be increased by 

changing the architecture of the processor and the way it executes the instructions, 

e.g., a dataflow processor [1]. A cost-effective way to increase the speed of a 

system is parallel processing. It is defined as [2] "an efficient form of information 

processing which emphasizes the exploitation of concurrent events in the 

computing process" (p.6) Here concurrence implies parallelism, simultaneity and 

pipelining. These concurrent events are attainable in a computer system at 

various processing levels. 
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Architecturally parallel processing can be classified into three categories: 

1. Pipeline systems. A pipeline system makes use of temporal parallelism. 

It has a number of stages, the output of a preceding stage being the input of the 

next one, simHar to that in a pipeline. 

2. Array processing. An array processor system exploits spatial parallelism. 

It has a number of identical processing elements working synchronously and 

executing the same function. In Flynn's classification [2], it is a SIMD (single 

instruction, multiple data) computer. 

3. Multiprocessing. A system which shares its resources and achieves 

asynchronous parallelism through a set of interactive processors is called a 

multiprocessor system. Each processor in the system could be processing a 

different set of data and executing a different function at any given time. 

According to Flynn, it is a MIMD (multiple instruction, multiple data) system. 

These categories are not mutually exclusive. Most of the present computer 

systems are a combination of these three basic structures. The designing of a 

high performance parallel system is a complex process involving a variety of 

factors. The major influencing factors are the cost-performance ratio, reliability, 

fault tolerance and expansion capability. The role of applications is critical in the 

high performance arena because cost tends to be very high to wry the greatest 

possible throughput from an architecture. Inefficiency is especially costly in this 

context. If the application area is heavily biased to some well-identified workload, 

then it becomes possible to design the architecture for that type of workload, the 
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result being that the architecture is stripped clean of irrelevant functions that might 

be necessary for general purpose computing. For example, weather modelling, 

fluid flows and finite-element analysis have highly structured numerical 

computations requiring sophisticated floating point processors. On the other hand, 

a database system requires a large memory and is 1/0 intensive. Therefore a 

high-performance system that meets the needs of both the application areas must 

carry the burden of inefficiency for each problem area. 

The cost advantage of a parallel machine depends on having a large 

enough market for a specialized machine or developing a low cost high ·. 

performance general purpose machine from off-the-shelf components. 

1 .1 Objective of the thesis 

The objective of the research was multi-pronged: (a) to study the Nu 

Machine and its modules; convert it into a parallel processing testbed; (b) study 

the suitability of the NuBus in this testbed for multiprocessing, and the problems 

that occur; (c) formulate and implement solutions for the problems; (d) evaluate 

the testbed with the MC6801 0 CPU boards and make a performance analysis. 

1.2 Outline of thesis 

This thesis deals with a parallel processing testbed. The uniprocessor Nu 

Machine manufactured by Texas Instruments, Inc., which uses the 32-bit NuBus 

as its backplane bus is modified to be a multiprocessor system. A detailed study 
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and evaluation of the system is done using one to four processor boards. The 

testbed is studied in regard to the suitability and the problems encountered in 

implementing a shared memory, shared bus multiprocessor system. Solutions are 

developed to solve the problems in the best possible way, with the MC6801 o 

processor boards manufactured by Texas Instruments, Inc., in the testbed. 

Benchmark programs are designed and executed on the system by varying 

different parameters that affect the system. The system performance is evaluated. 

Chapter II gives an overview of multiprocessing, different configurations 

possible for it, the factors involved and the tradeoffs. 

The system configuration is described in Chapter Ill which includes the 

shared NuBus, the Nu Machine, its CPU and the system diagnostic unit (SOU). 

Chapter IV describes how the Nu Machine is modified to build the parallel 

processing testbed. The testbed is described, studied and evaluated in regard its 

memory management, interprocessor communication, synchronization, and the 

operating system requirements. The configuration best suited for the testbed 

under consideration, to operate it in the most efficient way in each of the 

categories mentioned above is proposed. 

Chapter V describes the test programs run on the system and the results 

obtained after running the programs under different configurations. It also 

evaluates the testbed. 

Chapter VI presents a conclusion on the research work and suggests future 

work that can be done on the testbed. 
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CHAPTER II 

MULTIPROCESSING 

This chapter is an introduction to multiprocessing. It describes different 

types of multiprocessor systems. The different types of interconnection networks 

are also described. An interconnection network forms an important part of the 

system, which can go a long way in affecting the performance of the system. 

Different issues concerning multiprocessor systems are also mentioned. It is 

necessary to know the advantages, disadvantages and the tradeoffs involved in 

different configurations for a multiprocessor system, to make a design decision. 

This chapter is an introduction to the issues involved in designing and evaluating 

a high performance multiprocessor system. 

2.1 Introduction 

A multiprocessor is an MIMD (multiple instruction, multiple data) computer 

system characterized by the presence of several CPUs or, more generally 

processing elements (PEs), which cooperate on common or shared computational 

tasks. Multiprocessors are distinguished from multicomputer systems and 

computer networks, which are systems with multiple PEs operating independently 

on separate tasks. The various PEs making up a multiprocessor system typically 

share such resources as communication facilities, 1/0 devices, program libraries, 

databases, etc., and are controlled by a common operating system. 
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Multiprocessors can be grossly characterized by two attributes: first, a 

multiprocessor is a single computer that includes multiple processors and second, 

processors may communicate and cooperate at different levels in solving a given 

problem. The communication may occur by sending messages from one 

processor to the other or by shared or common memory. 

2.2 Multiprocessor architectures 

Broadly there are two different classes of multiprocessor systems: tightly 

coupled multiprocessor systems and loosely coupled multiprocessor systems. 

2.2.1 Loosely coupled multiprocessor systems 

In a loosely coupled or message passing multiprocessor system, each 

processor has a set of input-output devices and a large local memory where it 

stores its instructions and data. There is no memory sharing between processors 

or the shared memory is used only for message passing, i.e., the degree of 

coupling between the processors is very loose. The processors communicate with 

each other through a message transfer system (MTS) using the 1/0 ports. The 

determinant factor of the degree of coupling is the communication topology of the 

MTS. These systems are usually efficient where interactions between tasks are 

minimal. 

The processors normally operate asynchronously, and so the transfer of 

information requires the sending and receiving processes to synchronize. As a 
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rule, for two processes to communicate, one must perform a Send_Message 

operation and the other must perform a Receive_Message operation. The wait

time associated with these communication events depends on the temporal 

behavior of the application and the speed with which messages are transferred 

from process to process. 

At the hardware level, there are several design issues which affect the 

performance of the inter-processor communication. Of particular significance is the 

connectivity of the processor interconnection network. For a loosely coupled 

system that uses a single time shared bus, the performance is limited by the 

message arrival rate on the bus, the message length and the bus capacity. 

Contentions for the bus increase as the number of computer modules increases. 

2.2.2 Tightly coupled multiprocessor systems 

Tightly coupled or shared memory multiprocessor systems communicate 

through shared main memory. Hence, the rate at which data can communicate 

from one processor to the other is on the order of the bandwidth of the memory. 

A small local memory or a cache memory usually is present in each processor. 

A complete connectivity exists between the processors and the memory. The 

connectivity is accomplished by inserting an interconnection network between the 

processors and the memory modules. A multiported memory can also serve the 

purpose. Performance degradation usually places a limit on expansion as memory 

contentions occur when two or more processors try to access-the same memory 
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module. Tightly coupled multiprocessor systems are desirable where high speed, 

real-time processing is needed or there is a high interaction of tasks with each 

other. 

The processors and memory are interconnected with each other through 

three networks, namely the processor-memory interconnection network, the I/O

processor interconnection network and the interrupt-signal interconnection network. 

Here also, the performance of the interconnection network plays an important part 

in the performance of the whole system. 

2.3 Interconnection networks 

The sharing capability of a multiprocessor system is provided by the 

interconnection network between the processors, memory and the 1/0 [3]. 

There are basically four different types of interconnection networks. 

2.3.1 Time shared or common bus 

This type of interconnection network consists of a single bus connecting all 

the modules in the system. This organization is the least complex and the easiest 

to reconfigure. Such an interconnection network is often a totally passive unit 

having no active components such as switches. The transfer of data operation is 

taken care of by the sending and receiving units. As there is a single path, 

conflicts are bound to occur. Static priority, dynamic priority, daisy chaining are 

used for conflict resolution. The bus, although reliable, is always a single critical 
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component in the system. System expansion always becomes a problem as this 

increases bus contentions. Any extension of the time shared bus to alleviate its 

problems results in an increase in the complexity of the bus. 

2.3.2 Crossbar switch 

If the number of time shared buses in a system are extended such that 

there is a separate path between each processor and the memory module (or 1/0 

device), it is then called a non-blocking crossbar interconnection network. The 

crossbar network or crossbar switch possesses complete connectivity with respect 

to the memory modules, as there is a separate bus associated with each memory 

module [4]. Thus the maximum number of transfers that can take place is limited 

by the number of memory modules and the bus capacity, and not on the paths 

available. Although, the interface between the switch and the functional unit is 

very simple, the hardware capabilities required of the switch are quite complex. 

Not only must the switch allow parallel transmissions, but resolve conflicts when 

more then one processor wants to access the same memory module at the same 

time. The reliability of the switch is also a concern, but it can be taken care of by 

segmentation and redundancy. A crossbar switch offers the highest bandwidth 

and efficiency, at the price of added complexity and cost. Expansion is also a 

problem, if not anticipated in the original design. 

A multiported memory essentially also operates the same way as a crossbar 

switch, except instead of switches, the control, switching and- arbitration logic is 
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distributed at the interfaces of the memory modules. 

2.3.3 Static interconnection networks 

Many interconnection structures have been proposed for multiprocessors 

which employ non-shared buses to link the processors. In a static or dedicated 

bus, each bus forms a direct physical link between a fixed pair of processors called 

neighbors and, in general, allows communication between neighboring processors 

to proceed at the maximum possible rate without interference from other 

processors. Adding links allows greater interprocessor communication speeds, but 

increases the hardware cost due to the links themselves and the interface that 

goes along with it. The extreme case of providing dedicated links for all possible 

pairs of processors in an n-processor system requires a total of n(n-1 }/2 links, 

which makes the interconnection structure impractical except for a very small value 

of n. In practice, connections are provided between a small subset of the possible 

pairs. Non-neighboring processors communicate indirectly via intermediate 

processors. This communication is relatively slow. The amount of such indirect 

communication depends on the interconnection network and communication 

requirements of the programs executed. The interconnection connections are 

therefore selected to balance hardware costs against communication delays for 

some broad class of applications. An example of this category is the hypercube 

architecture. 
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2.3.4 Multistage switching networks 

This is an important class of interconnection network in which the 

interconnections can be changed dynamically and usually used for massively 

parallel multiprocessor systems. It is constructed from one or more stages of 

small interconnection networks called switching elements. A network designed to 

connect k1 inputs to ~ outputs is called a k1 x ~ switching network, and the 

maximum number of switching elements lying along any input-output path is the 

number of stages. Many different topologies have been proposed for multistage 

interconnection networks, primarily to control processor-processor or processor

memory communication. Examples for this class of network are the omega 

network, banyan network, shuffle network, delta network and the butterfly network. 

The purpose of a multistage interconnection switching network is to provide 

a flexible and cost-effective set of communication links between processors and/or 

memory. The control logic associated with the interconnection network sets the 

state of the switching elements dynamically to meet the interconnection requests 

from the processors. A fundamental requirement of a multistage switching network 

is that it be possible to connect every processor Pi to every other processor Pi or 

memory module Mi by at least one configuration or state of the network. It usually 

also has the property to establish a connection between any pair of processors (or 

processor and memory module) that are not using the network, without altering the 

switch settings. The modularity of the multistage interconnection network makes 

it suitable for control and expansion. 
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2.4 Granularity 

The relative frequency with which processors interact is called granularity. 

This frequency of interaction can be quantified as simply the ratio of the amount 

of computation to the number of communication events. A process with a small 

ratio is called a fine-grained process and that with a larger ratio is called a coarse

grained process. Fine-grained processes synchronize with each other relatively 

frequently, whereas coarse-grained processes perform significant amounts of 

computation between synchronizing events [5]. Granularity is an important design 

issue for a multiprocessor system. The architecture of the multiprocessor system 

together with the performance of the communication medium determine a minimum 

level of process granularity that can be supported with reasonable efficiency. 

2.5 Load balancing 

The efficiency of a system depends critically on the total work being shared 

out equally between processors. The problem of load balancing is a complex one. 

As the workload presented by each process is not necessarily the same, also it is 

not generally known how much processor time will be consumed by a process 

before it is started. This problem is further complicated by multiprogramming of 

a single processor. This leads to interesting questions about process migration, 

dynamic creation of processes and allotting work to idle processors. 
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2.6 Performance issues 

It is extremely difficult to compare quantitatively two systems with radically 

different structures. There are too many factors involved. A variety of 

performance measures have to be considered depending upon the applications, 

the most important being speed up and efficiency. Speed up, S(n), is usually 

defined as the ratio of time required T(1) for the most efficient sequential algorithm 

to perform a computation, to the time required T(n) to perform the same operation 

on the multiprocessor system having n number of processors [2]. 

S(n) = T(l) 
T(n) 

Efficiency E(n) is defined as the speed up per degree of parallelism. 

E(n) = S(n) . 
n 

E(n) is also an indication of processor utilization. The speed up and the efficiency, 

using the formulae given above are used in this thesis for evaluating the 

performance of the testbed. 

Another performance measure widely used is the instruction execution rate 

or MIPS. All the performance measures have to be used with caution as they 

depend on the type of program being executed. Also, these performance 

measures do not take into account cost, reliability and fault-tolerance. 
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2.7 Summary 

In designing a multiprocessor system, there are many factors that have to 

be taken into account. The issues described above help in making design 

decisions. Due to the variety of issues involved, if the application of the system 

is known, then it can be designed to give a very good performance for that 

particular application. 

The parallel processing testbed under consideration is a tightly coupled, 

MIMD multiprocessor system. The NuBus is the common, time shared 

interconnection network between the processors and the memory. 

2.8 Preview 

The next chapter describes the Nu Machine and its modules. The Nu 

Machine is used as the testbed and programs are designed according to its 

architecture. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PARALLEL PROCESSING 

TESTBED 

The uniprocessor Nu Machine is converted into a parallel processing 

testbed. The modular structure of the Nu machine is taken advantage of. The Nu 

Machine processor and memory modules are duplicated and added to the Nu 

Machine. This converts the uniprocessor Nu Machine to a parallel processing 

testbed. It is essential to know the capabilities, configuration and structure of the 

Nu Machine modules to operate, test and run programs on the system. This 

chapter gives a brief overview of the important modules in the Nu Machine. 

3.1 Introduction 

The Nu Machine manufactured by Texas Instruments, Inc., was modified 

and used as a parallel processing testbed for this research. The NuBus and the 

Nu Machine were developed at the Laboratory of Computer Science at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Western Digital Corporation re-developed 

the Nu Machine as a commercial product. Texas Instruments acquired the Nu 

Machine project in 1983 from Western Digital. The Nu Machine is an all-purpose 

computer using the NuBus as its backplane bus. 
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3.2 The Nu Machine 

The Nu Machine is a communications centered architecture in which the 

NuBus is a wide and efficient controlled data freeway, providing exchange of 

information among the processors, memory, mass storage and remote computers 

(via network). This approach is a departure from other computers. Figure 3.1 

contrasts the NuBus architecture with a traditional computer [6]. The traditional 

computer system architecture is processor centered, with the major subsystem 

arrayed around the central processing unit (CPU) and isolated from the outside 

world by an 1/0 adapter. The traditional architecture is ill-suited to multiprocessor 

configuration. 

The CPU of the Nu Machine has a 4 kbyte, 45 nanosecond cache memory 

and a sophisticated memory management system implemented in hardware. 

These features allow the 68010 to form the heart of a very high performance card. 

Since the NuBus supports 32-bits of data and address, it is well-suited to operate 

with other 32-bit 68XXX processors. Again, any processor card built around the 

NuBus protocol can replace the 6801 0 based card. 

The system diagnostic unit (SOU) provides many functions. The SOU is 

independent from the rest of the computer in that it has a 8088 processor, RAM, 

ROM and serial ports. It can be used under local or remote access to execute 

bus, board and system diagnostics. 

The Nu Machine runs the Unix operating system ported from Bell 

Laboratories. Adaptations and enhancements have been made to support the high 
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resolution graphics and other Nu Machine hardware. 

The processor independent structure and high degree of modularity makes 

the Nu Machine boards and chassis a fundamental system for the OEM or system 

integrator. Special purpose processor(s) can be created and integrated in the Nu 

Machine. An advantage of the Nu Machine is its ability to support teams, e.g., 

several users each with a dedicated processor and operating system could have 

rapid access to the complete project database within the limits of their access 

privileges. The NuBus thus makes the Nu Machine a flexible and a powerful tool 

in the hands of a skilled system architect. 

3.3 The NuBus 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The NuBus is an advanced 32-bit system bus that forms the backbone of 

several modern computer systems including the Explorer, System 1500 and the 

Nu Machine from Texas Instruments; and the Mackintosh II from Apple [7]. The 

NuBus is based upon the concept that simplicity is the most efficient way to 

optimize the cost-performance of the system design. During the design of the bus, 

only those features that demonstrated a significant benefit were included. 

3.3.2 Structure 

The NuBus is a 32-bit system architecture independent bus. It is not based 

on the architecture of any particular microprocessor. It supports 8-bit, 16-bit and 
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32-bit transfers. The bus runs on a 10 MHz clock (recent upgrades have been 

made to 20 MHz [8]) and provides a 37.5 MBytes/sec bandwidth in the block 

transfer mode. It follows a master-slave architecture. The bus structure does not 

require any particular power-up or power-down sequence. 

The NuBus has a central clock and all bus signals are synchronized to it. 

However, transactions may take a variable number of clock periods. Only read 

and write operations are allowed on the bus. There is a single 32-bit address 

space. The 1/0 and interrupts are memory mapped in this single address space. 

The modules attached to the bus are peers, no card or slot position is the default 

master or "special slot". Each slot has an ID code hard-wired into the back plane. 

The modules can therefore differentiate themselves without the use of jumpers or 

switches. 

A module wanting to make a transaction arbitrates for the bus mastership. 

When it becomes the master, it places the NuBus address on the bus, appropriate 

control signals and then the data. The module addressed then becomes the slave 

for that transaction. A simple handshake protocol between the master and the 

slave allows modules of different speed to use the NuBus interface. 

Of the 32-bit address space, the upper 1/16 (256 MBytes) of this space is 

called the slot space. This area is further divided into sixteen 16 MByte pieces, 

which are mapped to the 16 possible NuBus card slots. Addresses of the form 

OxF(ID)XXXXXX belong to a card's slot space. 
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The NuBus signals are grouped into six classes based on the function 

performed: 

1. Card slot I D. Four signals assign the physical location of each module as 

explained above; 

2. Control signals. (RESET, CLK, START, ACK, TMO, TM1) They carry all 

the control and status information; 

3. 32-bit address/data multiplexed signals; 

4. Five signals regulate bus arbitration; 

5. The system parity and system parity valid signals carry the parity 

information; and 

6. Voltage and ground signals. 

3.3.3 Arbitration 

Arbitration for the NuBus mastership takes place each time control is 

transferred between bus masters. The winner of the arbitration contest takes 

control of the bus and retains control until an arbitration contest is won by another 

bus master. Actual transfer of control does not occur until after the current bus 

master completes the data transfer in progress. Thus the arbitration and the data 

transfer operation can take place at the same time. 

The fair arbitration mechanism provided by NuBus differs from strict priority 

arbitration in that it prevents an unequal distribution of the bus bandwidth, which 

can result in "starvation" of cards that cannot get access to the system bus. 
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During arbitration, one or more modules contend for the control of the Nubus. 

Modules that desire the ownership of the NuBus must first assert the RQST line. 

RQST may only be asserted by a module if RQST was in an unasserted state on 

the last sample edge of the CLK signal. All modules that assert RQST place their 

ID codes on the ARBX lines and contend for the bus. The contender with highest 

ID code wins the contest and may initiate transaction. If during the next cycle, 

there is no other processor requesting the bus, the current bus master may initiate 

a data transfer without first re-arbitrating for use of the bus. This capability 

relieves the current bus master from the overhead of arbitrating for use of an idle 

bus and is termed "parking." This architecture of the NuBus makes it a strong 

contender amongst the 32-bit buses [9, 10, 11, 12]. In the Nu Machine the higest 

slot ID always is the SOU. 

3.4 The CPU board 

The CPU board design incorporates a single Motorola 68010 

microprocessor, a high speed cache memory and a virtual memory translation unit. 

The MC6801 0 generates a 24-bit virtual address, which allows access to 16 

MBytes per virtual space [13, 14]. These addresses are termed "virtual" because 

each address is not the actual NuBus address in the physical memory. Instead, 

a state machine on the board translates the virtual addresses to physical 

addresses. 
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Figure 3.2 is the simplified block diagram of the CPU board showing the 

main functions. The CPU board is primarily a 32-bit board in that a 32-bit internal 

data bus runs throughout the board. However, a 16-bit bus connects the MUX and 

the 68010. Also, the address path from the 68010 to the translation engine is a 

24-bit virtual address bus. 

The translation engine does the translation in 1024 bytes page increments 

and is based on two levels of page maps. The level-one page map defines the 

physical address of the virtual address space. A 24-bit process base register 

(PBR) points to the first entry in the level-one page table. The mapping is shown 

in Figure 3.3. The six most significant bits of the virtual address (VADDR) from 

the 68010 are appended to the PBR to form the address for a page table entry 

{PTE} in the level one map. This PTE is read from the memory. The page frame 

number (PFN) of this level-one PTE is appended to bits 17 through 10 of the 

VADDR. This forms the physical address of the PTE in the level-two map. This 

PTE is then read from the memory. Finally, the PFN of this level-two PTE is 

appended to bits 9 through 0 of the VADDR. This then represents the physical 

address of the desired data. 

The cache memory consists of 4 kbytes date cache. It stores both the 

instruction and data. It is a write-through and set associative cache with a set size 

of one and block size of two. For a cache hit, four conditions must be satisfied, 

the cache must be enabled, there must be no parity errors, the address tag bits 

must match the corresponding virtual address bits and the CID field in the cache 
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entry must match the contents of the active CID register. The translation cache, 

stores the PTEs of both the address translation tables and is called the translation 

look aside buffer (TLB). 

The CPU board contains several control and status registers that are 

associated with 68010 control and memory management function. 

The basic flow from the 68010 is such that virtual addresses are passed to 

the microcoded translation which then uses the data cache to retrieve the required 

data. The data is then passed back to the 68010 via the MUX. If the data are not 

available in the data cache, the translation engine determines the physical address 

through translation. It then initiates the NuBus transaction that fetches the data. 

The caches are also updated. 

The interrupt logic constantly scans the interrupt RAM to find bits that are 

set. If set, it asserts the corresponding interrupt. Once interrupt is acknowledged, 

the interrupt logic passes the interrupt vector to the 68010. 

Thus, the 68010 is isolated from the NuBus by the memory management 

hardware. A point to be noted is that the 68010 numbers bytes differently from the 

NuBus. 

3.5 The system diagnostic unit (SOU) 

The system diagnostic unit (SOU) is present in the Nu Machine to provide 

many important one-per-system functions and "smart" front-end and diagnostic 
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capabilities. By concentrating these functions on the SDU rather then on the CPU 

card, the system is able to support multiple processors without conflicts [15, 16]. 

On power-up, the SOU verifies the integrity of the bus through a series of 

bus transfer tests. The SDU then identifies all boards within its system 

environment, initiates and monitors diagnostics and self-test routines to ensure that 

the boards are functioning properly, signals the operator using the on-board serial 

1/0 facility, if any boards have malfunctioned, and then initiates the system 

bootstrap program. 

The SOU also performs the NuBus-to-Multibus conversions. Multi bus cycles 

are mapped into NuBus cycles and vice versa. Multibus interrupts are mapped 

into NuBus events and Multibus interrupts are also generated from the NuBus. 

The functional block diagram is shown in Figure 3.4. It has an Intel 8088 

microprocessor, 64 kbytes PROM, 64 kbytes RAM, 2 serial ports for 

communication, NuBus-to-Multibus converter, CMOS RAM and other system 

maintenance and diagnostic features. The system clock is used for NuBus 

operation (1 0 MHz). The 1/4 inch tape interface is also controlled by the SDU. 

3.6 Summary 

The protocol of the NuBus and the highly modular structure of the Nu 

Machine boards, makes it possible to insert multiple CPU boards in the system. 

The processor independent structure makes it a good testbed. In this thesis only 
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the MC6801 0 processor boards were used, but any other processor configured to 

work with the NuBus can be substituted for the MC6801 0 processor boards. 

3.7 Preview 

The next chapter describes how the Nu Machine is changed to a parallel 

processing testbed. The chapter also contains the procedure to start and operate 

the system as a testbed. It also describes the different schemes possible for 

memory management, synchronization and interprocessor communication. The 

best one is determined for the current structure of the testbed, i.e., with the 

MC6801 0 processor boards manufactured by Texas Instruments, Inc. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION AND STUDY OF THE PARALLEL 

PROCESSING TESTBED 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains the description of the implementation of the testbed. 

The multiprocessor system is implemented and evaluated for its different 

requirements namely memory management, interprocessor communication, 

synchronization, and software requirements. 

In the multiprocessor configuration, contention is created at the shared 

backplane NuB us. The processors have to wait their turn to access the bus. This 

causes a performance degradation. Shared resources also cause contention 

leading to complex problems and solutions. The system is studied and the 

best0/owptions suitable for this particular multiprocessor configuration are proposed. 

4.2 Structure 

The testbed has twelve slots on the mother-board. Of these twelve slots, 

three are not connected to the common backplane NuBus. One of these contains 

the disc controller card which is connected to the Multibus. The second slot is 

empty and the third has the ethernet controller card which is also on the Multibus. 

The nine remaining slots on the NuBus have NuBus slot ID from Ox7 to OxF. The 

right most being Ox7 and the fourth from the left being OxF. 
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In the OxF slot is the system diagnostic unit (SOU). The 1/4 inch tape drive, 

disk controller, ethernet card, the system console (remote as well as local) and the 

Multi bus are controlled through it. The SDU is the man-machine-interface for the 

system. It also has the battery backed-up CMOS RAM and the drivers required 

to run the system. The system diagnostics are run through the SOU. 

Slots Ox7 through OxE may contain a half megabyte memory board or a 

CPU board. Therefore, the system can be configured to have up to 8 CPU boards 

or 8 memory/memory logic boards or a combination thereof. Each board has the 

ability to recognize its slot and act accordingly. 

4.3 Starting and operating the system 

4.3.1 Power up 

At power up if the CMOS RAM in the SOU is uncorrupted, then the green 

'RUN' light comes on. If not, then the red 'SETUP' light comes on. In that case, 

the Nu Machine diagnostic tape (224281 0-0004) is to be inserted and the following 

commands are to be executed [17]: 

>>enable 

>> /tarq/setup /tarq/micro84.2181 

When the system is reset, the green 'RUN' light turns on, and the system is ready 

to be used. The SOU operating system takes control. 
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4.3.2 Getting started 

After power up the HALT pin of the 68010 microprocessor on each CPU 

board is pulled low (active low), also the configuration register, status and control 

register, system CID (cache I D), user CID, cache control register and the address 

mapping are not initialized. The configuration registers on the half megabyte 

memory boards are not initialized, without which there cannot be any memory 

writes. The system is made operational by executing the following steps: 

1. In case of memory/memory logic boards, from the system console the 

following command is executed [18], 

>> /diag/i i 

for each of the memory/memory logic boards. Here 'i' is the slot number (decimal) 

of the NuBus slot in which the board is housed. 

2. In case of the processor board, from the system console the command 

executed is [19], 

>> /disk/monitor/diag/cpu -tS i 

for each of the CPU boards. Here 'i' is the slot number (decimal) of the NuBus slot 

in which the board is housed. 

4.3.3 Loading Unix 

Unix is loaded on the system by executing the following commands [19]: 

>> init 

>>enable 
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>> uboot -a 

# init 2. 

This bootstraps Unix to the Nu Machine [20, 21, 22, 23]. It is loaded on the CPU 

board with the lowest NuB us slot address. At this point, the Unix operating system 

is running on a single processor. It does not recognize the other processors. The 

system console is still the same (unless explicitly stated in the file /etc/inittab [24]). 

The communication between the console and the Unix operating system is via an 

Intel 8251 USART on the SOU board. 

Since the SDU operating system does not have an editor, to edit and store 

files on the disk, the "vi" (visual editor) editor of the Unix operating system is used 

to edit and store SOU shell script files. To actually execute these files, the system 

has to be reset. Thus, to edit and run the files, first Unix is loaded and the files 

edited and stored. Then the system is reset, thereby removing the Unix kernel 

from the CPU. Finally, all the boards are initialized and the disk files executed 

using the proper device drivers in the SOU operating system [19]. 

The SOU file system and the Unix file system are different. There are 

drivers on the SOU operating system which can access Unix files. Therefore, files 

edited and stored using the Unix file system can be executed on the SOU 

operating system. The names of the drivers are the same as those of the 

standard directories which are mounted in Unix, e.g., /usr, /aux, /src [25]. 

In summary, the SDU operating system is used as a vehicle to test and 

evaluate the multiprocessor system. The advantage of the SOU operating system 
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could not be taken to directly test and evaluate the system, as the full SDU 

operating system with its software development kit was unavailable. Through the 

SDU, the following tasks are accomplished: 

1. Running SDU shell scripts to write to locations on the NuBus; 

2. Reading results, registers and other memory locations on the NuBus; 

3. Initializing the boards; 

4. Interrupting the processors; 

5. Running diagnostics; 

6. Booting Unix. 

4.4 Memory management 

Memory management for a multiprocessor system is always a crucial factor 

in determining the system performance, especially so if it is a tightly coupled 

multiprocessor system as in the present case. The importance of memory 

management increases because of the structure of the NuBus. All the interrupts 

and 1/0 are memory mapped on the NuBus. 

There are three levels in the hierarchy of the memory of the system: (a) 

High speed private cache memory, (b) the main memory on the memory boards, 

and (c) the hard disk and tape or the secondary memory. The unavailability of the 

software development kit limits the use of the disk and the tape only to store and 

retrieve shell programs. The disk cannot be used to page out a currently unused 

portions of a program. 
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As described in Chapter Ill, each processor has a private 4 kilobytes of 

cache memory, which can hold the instructions as well as data. The cache is a 

set associative or a direct mapped cache with a set size of one and block size of 

two (32 bits). The processor generates a 24 bit virtual address which is converted 

into a 32 bit physical address by the micro-coded translation engine. 

4.4.1 Problems and solutions 

4.4.1.1 Memory conflicts. As the system is a tightly coupled multiprocessor 

system, in the multiprocessor operation, there are bound to be memory conflicts. 

This means the processor remains idle at some times. The conflicts and hence 

the processor idle time increases with the number of processors in the system. 

Since the interconnection network between the processors and the memory 

boards is a shared NuBus, at any given time only one processor can be the 

master. This is bound to cause contentions, which will increase as the number of 

processors increases. 

Memory interleaving cannot solve this problem. Even though there are 

different memory modules, they all have access through the NuBus. This makes 

memory access by more than one processor at the same time impossible. 

If the bus master enable bit on the CPU board is disabled, then the board 

acts only as a slave. The CPU then will not access the NuBus reducing bus 

contention. This cannot be the solution as the CPU HALT pin is forced low when 

the bus master enable bit is '0'. The CPU can be made to run so that the address 
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translation is disabled. The virtual address generated by the CPU is appended to 

F(ID), where ID = slot number of the CPU board on the NuBus. The CPU can 

then access only the cache memory on its board. This cache memory can be 

configured as a fast main memory for the processor. The program execution is 

then faster because of the fast memory. The CPU will still compete for bus 

mastership, even when the CPU is accessing its own board causing contention. 

This is not a very good solution as the capability of the CPU is drastically reduced, 

i.e., it cannot access other memory boards or interrupt other processors boards. 

Also, bus contention still occurs though for a lesser duration of time. In conclusion, 

the processor idle time will increase as the number of processors increases. The 

increased time can decreased by mapping the cache as main memory and 

disabling caching of main memory. This is possible only if the data and the 

instructions are less than 4 kilobytes (the size of the cache memory). 

4.4.1.2 Memory mapping. The processor's memory mapping must allow it 

to access all the memory and processor boards on the NuBus. 

The two-level memory mapping of the virtual address into physical 

addresses makes it possible to access any address on the 4.3 gigabytes of the 

NuBus address space, in blocks of 1 kilobytes, as described in Chapter Ill. 

4.4.1.3 Context switching. Any multiprocessor system running multiple 

processes must have the capability of fast context switching. This makes it 

possible for the processors to switch from one process to another as the need may 

be. 
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The microprocessor in the CPU board being a MC6801 0 has two modes of 

operation, the supervisor and the user mode. The address mapping for the 

supervisor mode and the user mode can be made different. The processor base 

register (PBR) points to the first entry in the first-level map table. The PBR for the 

supervisor mode and the user mode are different registers. Also, there are four 

such pairs of supervisor-user PBRs. Any one of them can be selected 

dynamically, which gives the system the capability of fast context switching. 

4.4.1.4 Interference. A processor or a process should be restricted from 

accessing particular sections of the NuBus address space. One processor or 

process should not tamper with the data or the instruction codes of another 

processor or process. 

The access/privilege bits in the map tables restrict read/write accesses. 

They differentiate between supervisor and user mode accesses. Thus, if system 

operations are in supervisor mode and program execution is in user mode, a 

process (or a processor) can be restricted access to particular sections of the 

NuBus address space. Careful address mapping can always avoid unnecessary 

interference of different processors or processes. 

4.4.1.5 Cache coherence. Each processor in the system maintains a private 

write-through cache memory, which may cause a cache coherence problem. If 

one processor writes in the main memory location, which also happens to be in the 

cache memory of another processor, that processor has no way of knowing that 
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the data in its cache memory is inconsistent. This processor will then fetch the old 

contents from its cache, which are incorrect [26]. 

Many solutions have been proposed to solve this data inconsistency 

problem. To solve this problem, whenever a WRITE is done by one processor 'i' 

to a memory location 'x', completion of the WRITE must guarantee that all 

subsequent READs of location 'x' by any other processor will deliver the new 

contents of 'x' until another WRITE to 'x' is completed. 

The CPU boards have a write-through cache memory, i.e., at any time a 

memory location is written, it is written in the cache as well as the main memory 

location. Thus at any time a main memory location contains valid data. Clearly, 

this write-through is not sufficient to maintain cache coherence. 

Static cache coherence checking can be implemented where there is not 

an intense sharing of writable data (code as well as operandi). Data is classified 

as shared writable, where more then one processor has write privileges; and 

private data (data which is read only for all the processors or which is non

shareable). The shared writable data is made non-cacheable, whereas the private 

data is cacheable. A reference to the shared writable data is made directly to the 

main memory. The cacheable data may be in multiple cache memories as this is 

not going to cause any cache coherence problem. In a special case where the 

data is writable only for a single processor and readable for other processors, then 

the data is classified as cacheable for the processor with write privilege, non

cacheable for other processors. Data caching can be enabled/disabled by 
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changing the access/privilege bits in the virtual-to-physical mapping of the memory 

address. 

If tm is the time to reference a datum in the main memory, tc the cache cycle 

time and s the probability of referencing a shared modifiable datum, then the 

average time taken on a datum reference is 

Therefore ass increases, the performance decreases and vice versa. 

Another technique to ensure cache coherence is to let all the data be 

cacheable. Whenever a processor writes to a shared writable data, it informs all 

the processors on the NuBus about it. Each processor then increments its 

respective cache ID (CID) so that all the data in its private cache is made invalid, 

i.e., the whole cache is flushed. This is suitable only for programs with low 

frequency of WRITEs in the shared data and a very high frequency of READs. 

Dynamic cache coherence check can also be implemented. Here a table 

is maintained for the shareable data. Each processor refers to this table before 

making references to the shared data. The table contains information as to which 

block of data has been modified. This technique has a lot of maintenance 

overhead, which makes it unattractive for the present system with MC6801 0 

processor boards. 

If the address mapping in all the processors on the NuBus is the same, 

another scheme for ensuring cache coherence can be implemented. Whenever 
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a datum is cached its virtual address bits 23-12 are stored in the cache tag along 

with the datum. A processor writing a shared data at location 'x' then checks the 

location in each of the private caches of all the processors where 'x' could be 

stored. If the virtual address bits in the cache tag match the virtual address bits 

of 'x', that implies a copy of the old data at 'x' exists in that cache. The cache 

location is then written with the correct data. This method is complex and has a 

lot of overhead compared to the static coherence check. 

4.5 lnterprocessor communication 

The set of processors used in a multiprocessor system must have an 

efficient means of interprocessor communication. A processor has to draw the 

attention of another processor, so as to cooperate with each other or to share 

resources [27]. The type of communication used between processors depends on 

the interconnection network and the nature of the program [28]. 

In a tightly coupled multiprocessor system, communication can take place 

via interrupts or through shared memory. In the present case the interrupt 

interconnection network and the processor-memory interconnection network is the 

same, viz., the time shared NuBus. The interrupts are memory mapped, so 

interrupting a processor is the same as writing to a memory location. 

4.5.1 Interrupts 

The CPU board has an MC6801 0 microprocessor and an interrupt RAM 
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which is constantly polled. This polling does not take any CPU time as it is done 

by hardware separately. The MC6801 0 has seven levels of maskable interrupts. 

Again, the interrupt RAM has 224 interrupt locations. Each level of interrupt has 

32 interrupt locations in the interrupt RAM. Writing to these locations interrupts the 

processor, if unmasked, and for each of the 224 locations, a unique interrupt 

vector is given back to the processor during the interrupt acknowledge cycle. This 

vector is multiplied by four and added to the vector base register (VBR) in the 

CPU. After initialization, the VBR is loaded with all zeros. Thus the CPU board 

has 224 effective interrupts making interprocessor communication through 

interrupts an attractive option. In all the test programs, interrupts are extensively 

and solely used for interprocessor communication. 

Care has to be taken so that for all the interrupts used, their effective 

interrupt vector addresses are mapped at valid memory locations through the TLB1 

and TLB2. After initialization of the CPU board, the system stack pointer loaded 

on the processor is Ox0013FE. This address was found out by using the HP1651 A 

Logic Analyzer [29, 30, 31]. This is the address the processor looks at when 

interrupted after initialization as its top of stack address. This address also has to 

be mapped to a valid memory location, else the processor will go into bus error 

exception processing. 

4.5.2 Shared memory 

It is possible for each processor to access each and every location in the 
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NuBus address space. lnterprocessor communication is possible through shared 

memory locations. This can also be used for synchronization. Communication can 

also be carried out by writing the configuration or status register of one processor 

to another. 

This is an efficient option if a processor is waiting on another processor and 

cannot be interrupted. Communication via this method takes up the bandwidth of 

the NuBus as the processor has to keep polling the memory location and 

constantly requires the use of the NuBus. This degrades the performance by 

causing unnecessary contentions. In case of communication via interrupts, the 

processor can go to sleep and be awakened by an interrupt. This avoids the use 

of the Nubus by the sleeping processor. 

4.6 Synchronization 

A process executes with unpredictable speed and generates actions or 

events which must be recognized by another cooperating process. The set of 

constraints on the ordering of these events constitute the set of synchronizations 

required for the operating processes. The synchronization mechanism is used to 

delay execution of a process in order to satisfy such constraints. Thus serialization 

is enforced in a parallel algorithm. 

Two types of synchronization are commonly employed when using shared 

variables. They are mutual exclusion and condition synchronization. Mutual 

exclusion ensures that a physical or virtual resource is held indivisibly. When a 
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shared data object is in a state that is inappropriate for executing a given operation 

for a set of cooperating processes, that operation should be delayed until the state 

of the data object changes to the desired value. This is called condition 

synchronization. 

Many synchronization primitives have been invented, e.g., lock and unlock 

[32], block and wakeup, QOLB (queue on lock bit); counting primitives fetch and 

add; fetching primitives wait and signal; message primitives send and receive and 

the operations P and V which operate on the common variable "s" called a 

semaphore. Barrier synchronization primitives also help in the synchronization of 

processes. 

For synchronization, what is needed is an indivisible operation. In the 

present case, there is only one instruction available. The TAS (test and set) [33] 

instruction of the MC6801 0 microprocessor is a read-modify-write instruction which 

is executed in one indivisible operation. 

For the system under consideration two methods for synchronization are 

proposed. 

1. In the first synchronization method, the processor which arrives first 

writes into the memory location, which carries the status of the critical section, in 

one indivisible operation. Any other processor subsequently wanting to use the 

critical section waits on the critical section to be free. The waiting processors keep 

polling this status memory location till the processor currently using the critical 

section finishes its job and resets the status. This method is- similar to the lock 
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and unlock method. This technique has a disadvantage because it employs a spin 

lock, which makes the waiting processor continuously compete for the use of the 

NuBus. This increases the wait time and therefore there is performance 

degradation. 

2. In the second technique, a memory location {M1) is maintained to 

indicate the status of a critical section. The MSB of the memory location indicates 

whether the section is busy or not. Each processor is assigned a memory location 

{Pn) to indicate if a processor is waiting on the critical section. Again the MSBs 

of these memory locations indicates the processor status. The processor (x) 

wanting to use the critical section checks the MSB of M1. If it is 0, it sets it and 

starts using the critical section. Any subsequent request for the critical section by 

a processor (y), will find the MSB of M1 set. The processor y then sets the MSB 

of the memory location Py and stops all of its program execution (goes to sleep), 

this avoids constant polling and unnecessary delays. The processor can also 

switch to another process instead of going to sleep. When the processor x 

completes its work in the critical section, it resets the MSB of M1 and interrupts 

each processor y waiting on the critical section. This algorithm reduces 

unnecessary NuBus access and decreases processor idle time. 

The processors will then execute two subroutines, one while accessing the 

critical section, another when it comes out of the critical section. 

The subroutine for entering the critical section for the processors is: 
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begin{ 

TAS(M1) 

if MSB=1 

} 

end 

{ TAS(Px) 

sleep() } 

The subroutine for exiting the critical section for the processors is: 

begin{ 

end 

RESET(M1) 

for i=1 to n 

} 

{ RESET(Pi) 

if MSB=1 

} 

{ interrupt(i) 

} 

* n=# of processors 

* that can access the 

* critical section 

4. 7 Deadlocks 

Deadlock or deadly embrace is the condition in which a processor or 

process waits indefinitely on another processor or process. Consider a process 
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A which is suspended because the resource it needs is acquired exclusively by 

another process B, Process B in turn is waiting on another resource which has 

been acquired by process A. Both the processes A and B will wait on each other 

indefinitely. In a multiprocessor system having synchronization primitives, there 

is always a possibility of a deadlock. The algorithm proposed above is no 

exception. 

Deadlocks are dealt with in three ways; 

1 . Prevention. The resource allocation and the algorithms are so designed 

that deadlocks can never occur. 

2. Avoidance. The scheduler controls resource allocation on the basis of 

advance information about resource usage, so that deadlocks do not occur. 

3. Detection and recovery. The presence of a deadlock is detected by 

deadlock detection routines. The detection can be done by detecting a circular 

wait in a directed graph. One or more processes are then aborted to come out of 

the deadlock. 

All these methods can be used in the present system. In the present 

system implementation deadlock detection, algorithms are not used. 

4.8 Fault tolerance 

Graceful degradation is the most important reason a lot of multiprocessor 

systems are used for control applications. In a carefully designed multiprocessor 

system, failure of a processor or an interconnection link is not catastrophic [34]. 
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The system can be re-routed and kept operational, but only at a degraded 

performance level. 

The system under consideration has a single shared NuBus as the 

interconnection between the processor and the memory boards. This NuBus is a 

single point of failure. If the Nubus is not functional, the system will not work. 

As each processor has access to all of the NuBus address space, if one 

processor fails, its tasks can be taken over by another processor. Even in case 

of the failure of a process, a postmortem analysis can be undertaken to determine 

the cause of the failure. 

The CPU board has excellent features for error analysis. Errors occurring 

due to parity errors, NuBus errors, privilege violations and address errors are 

detected. The processor status, virtual address in the PC and NuBus signal levels 

are recorded in case of an error by the hardware. In case of a processor failure, 

another processor can recover the halted process from the current status of the 

processor which has failed. It can then continue execution where the failed 

processor had stopped. 

The system being a shared memory multiprocessor, the best way to monitor 

the running of a processor is to maintain a memory location containing the 

processor status for each of the processors. These statuses are monitored by all 

the processors in the system. If a particular status of a processor is not updated, 

it implies that processor has failed. The operating system can then reallocate the 

halted processes which were being run by the failed processor. This scheme 
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though effective has an overhead of maintenance of the status tables. In the 

implementation, fault tolerant capability is not incorporated. 

4.9 Operating system requirements 

There is conceptually little difference between the operating system 

requirements for a multiprocessor system and those of a large computer system 

utilizing multiprogramming. However, there is the additional complexity in the 

operating system when multiple processors must work simultaneously. The 

operating system must support multiple asynchronous tasks which execute 

concurrently [35]. 

An operating system for a multiprocessor system must have all the 

capabilities mentioned in this chapter. The functional capabilities include resource 

allocation, resource management schemes, memory and data set protection, 

prevention, detection and resolution of deadlocks, abnormal process termination 

or exception handling, scheduling, load balancing and fault tolerance. An 

operating system which performs poorly will negate other advantages which are 

associated with multiprocessing. Hence it is of utmost importance that the 

operating system for the multiprocessor system be designed to operate efficiently. 

There are basically three types of operating systems. 

1. Master-slave configuration. In this configuration one of the processor 

boards is the master. This processor then performs all the functions of the 

operating system. The remaining processors are called the slave processors and 
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just do what the master asks them to do. The Cyber-170 [36] computer uses this 

kind of operating system. This operating system is the easiest to implement. It 

is normally quite inefficient in its control and resource utilization. This is especially 

so when the system is symmetric, i.e., all the processors have the same 

capabilities as is the case of the system under consideration. Also, the supervisor 

(master) processor is a single point of failure and there is no graceful degradation. 

In the present case, the performance will degrade as the number of processors 

increases. 

2. Separate supervisor system. This configuration has a separate operating 

kernel running on each processor. Each processor has its own set of tables and 

serves its own needs. This is more like a computer network, with each node 

operating independently. This configuration is more resistant to catastrophic 

failures. As the degree of coupling in the present system is high, this would cause 

unnecessary replication of the kernel, i.e., requires a lot of memory. 

3. Floating supervisor operating system. In this configuration, all resources 

are treated symmetrically. The supervisor routine floats from one processor to 

another, although several of the processors may be executing supervisor service 

routines simultaneously. This system is the most complex, but the scheduling, 

resource sharing and load balancing is very efficient. Also, this operating system 

provides graceful degradation. 

Since a multiprocessor system has to be tested thoroughly before 

ascertaining which operating system is best suited for it, the author cannot 
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determine which configuration is best suited for the system under consideration. 

For the test programs, a master-slave configuration was used, as it is the 

simplest to use. 

4.1 0 Summary 

This concludes the study of the testbed with MC6801 0 processor boards as 

its CPU boards. The interprocessor communication, memory management, 

processor synchronization, starting and operating the system are described. From 

the system structure and hardware configuration solution are proposed and 

compared. 

4.11 Preview 

The next chapter contains the results of the implementation of the schemes 

described in this chapter. An evaluation of the testbed is also done. 
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CHAPTER V 

TEST PROGRAMS AND RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION 

OF THE TESTBED 

In this chapter the parallel processing testbed is evaluated by running 

various programs on it. These programs are executed by varying different 

parameters that affect the system performance. The results are tabulated and 

graphs plotted. At the end of the chapter, the results are interpreted. 

5.1 Introduction 

Two problems are considered for evaluating the multiprocessing testbed. 

The programs are designed and coded in MC68010 assembly language [37, 38] 

using the HP64000 Microprocessor Development System [39, 40]. 

The Intel 8253 programmable interval timer [41, 42], located on the SDU is 

used as a real time counter to measure the time taken for the actual completion 

of the programs under different conditions. A clock cannot be simulated on one 

of the processors using delay loops because the execution of the instructions on 

the processor boards takes variable amounts of time, depending on the availability 

of the NuBus. In fact, the point of interest here is the time taken for the execution 

of the instruction on the processor boards, while vying for the NuBus. 

Two problems are considered here. Problem A is a block movement of data 

in the main memory. Problem B is the summation of numbers: The first problem 
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is memory intensive, whereas the second one is computationally intensive. Both 

the problems are solved by running the programs on the parallel processing 

testbed. The number of processors in the system is varied from one to four. 

Three possible memory configurations are considered in each case. 

Configuration 1. This consists of implementing the main memory for the 

processors in the on-board cache memory. Thus each processor has on-board 

fast main memory. The address translation tables are also included in this. The 

memory on the memory boards is not used at all. 

Configuration 2. In this configuration the memory on the memory boards 

is used as main memory for the processors. The cache memory on the processor 

boards is also used to cache the data and instructions. The address translation 

tables are also cached. 

Configuration 3. This configuration has the memory on the memory board 

used as main memory for each processor as in configuration 2, but the cache is 

not implemented. The address translation tables are also not cached. 

5.2 Anatomy of the program flow 

The basic flow for all the programs and the synchronization mechanism 

used are the same. After the system start up and initialization, the programs 

follow the structure shown in Fig 5.1. The initialization includes writing to the 

status and configuration registers on the boards, and mapping the required 
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Figure 5.1 
Basic program structure for all the programs 
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addresses into proper and valid memory locations. This flow chart is valid for all 

the programs. 

Through the SDU, processor in slot number 14 (the parent processor) of the 

NuBus is interrupted. This starts the parent process A. Process A then forks to 

other child processes depending on the number of processors in the system. All 

the child processes then join at F. Process F then ends the program. 

Process A, which is always on the parent processor, consists of initializing 

the 8253 counter on the SDU and creating child processes. The number of child 

processes depend on the number of CPU boards in the system. Each child 

process is on a separate CPU board (including the parent process). The parent 

process A divides the problem equally among the processors. Each child process 

then proceeds to do the work allotted to it. The end of the child processes, except 

the one on the parent processor, is conveyed to the parent processor through 

interrupts to the parent processor. The parent processor waits until all the child 

processes are completed. The interrupts to the parent processor always result in 

an interrupt service routine which keeps track of which child processes are still 

alive. When all the child processes terminate at F, the parent processor then 

finishes the bookkeeping operations, and then stops the counter. The value of the 

counter then indicates the actual time elapsed for the whole sequence to complete. 

5.3 Problem A: Block memory movement 

Contents of one kbyte of main memory is moved from one board to another 
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on the NuBus. This memory movement operation is done each time by varying 

the number of processors from one to four. The work is always shared equally 

among the processors. The programs are tested for each of the three memory 

configurations. 

Table 5.1 lists the time taken in terms of the 8253 counter value for 

transferring 1 kbyte of data in the main memory. Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 

tabulates the speed up and the efficiency, respectively, from the results in Table 

5.1. The speed up and the efficiency are calculated using the definitions given in 

Chapter II. Each of Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 indicate the results of the test, where 

the number of processors in the system is varied from one to four. 

From Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, it is seen that as the number of 

processors in the system increases the time required to solve the problem 

reduces, but the amount of decrease also reduces (or the slope decreases). 

Figure 5.6 shows that there is an increase in speed up as the number of 

processors in the system goes up. This curve is similar to the logarithmic curve. 

From Figure 5.7, we can conclude that the efficiency decreases as the 

number of processors in the system goes up. The slope of the efficiency curves 

increase with the increase in the number of processors. 

It can be concluded from the tables that for a memory intensive problem 

solved on the system, the least time is taken for configuration 1 where the fast on

board cache memory is implemented as the main memory. The configuration 3 

where there is no cache memory on the processor board takes the maximum time. 
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Table 5.1. Time (clock cycles) required for transferring 1 kbyte of data in the 
main memory 

Number of With fast local With cache Without cache 
processors memory memory memory 

1 2333 2876 18721 

2 1209 1487 10041 

3 848 1009 7835 

4 765 938 7000 

Table 5.2. Speed up achieved for transferring 1 kbyte of data in the main 
memory 

Number of With fast local With cache Without cache 

I 
processors memory memory memory 

1 1 1 1 

2 1.9297 1.9341 1.8651 

3 2.7512 2.8503 2.3894 

4 3.0497 3.0661 2.6744 

Table 5.3. Efficiency achieved for transferring 1 kbyte of data in the main 
memory 

Number of With fast local With cache Without cache 
processors memory memory memory 

1 1 1 1 

2 0.9648 0.9670 0.9325 

3 0.9171 0.9501 0.7965 

4 0.7624 0.7665 - 0.6686 
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The configuration 2, in which the processors use the memory on the memory 

board as main memory and caches it on its on-board cache memory, takes more 

time than that for configuration 1, but much less time than that for configuration 3. 

This is consistent as the number of processors is varied. 

These results were as expected. For the implementation without cache 

memory (configuration 3), each memory access to fetch an operand or data results 

in three memory accesses for address translation and then the final access for the 

operand or data. Hence this implementation takes the longest time. 

For the implementation with fast local memory as main memory 

(configuration 1) as the memory is on-board and fast, it is much faster. The 

address translation tables are also stored in this fast memory. Thus each 

processor locks up the NuBus for a very short time during each instruction 

execution compared to the other configuration. 

In the implementation where the cache memory as well as the main memory 

on memory boards is used (configuration 2); the time for memory access is 

reduced whenever there is a cache hit. Since the address translation tables are 

also cached, a cache hit on the translation tables also speeds up the processes. 

5.4 Problem 8: The Summation of numbers 

The computational intensive problem considered is the summation of 256 

numbers. Here, as in the previous problem, the summation is done each time by 

varying the number of processors from one to four. The work is shared equally 
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among the processors. As in the case of the block memory movement operation, 

this program is also tested under the three memory configuration. 

Table 5.4 lists the time taken in terms of the 8253 counter value (number 

of clock cycles) for summation of 256 numbers in the main memory. Table 5.5 

and Table 5.6 tabulate the speed up and the efficiency respectively, from the 

results in Table 5.4. The speed up and the efficiency are calculated using the 

definition given in Chapter II. Each of Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 have results where 

the number of processors in the system is varied from one to four. 

From Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11, it is seen that as the number of 

processors in the system increases the time required to solve the problem 

reduces, but the amount of decrease also reduces (or the slope decreases). 

Figure 5.12 shows that there is increase in speed up as the number of 

processors in the system goes up. This curve is similar to the logarithmic curve. 

From Figure 5.13, we can conclude that the efficiency decreases as the 

number of processors in the system goes up. The slope of the efficiency curves 

increase with the number of processors. 

The results in case of problem Bare similar to that of problem A. Therefore 

the same conclusions can be drawn for problem B as that for problem A. 

As expected, in both the cases the speedup increases as the number of 

processors increases. The efficiency, which is also the processor utilization 

indicator, decreases as the number of processors increase. As explained in 

Chapter II, for the time shared NuBus, this was expected. 
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Table 5.4. Time (clock cycles) required for summation of 256 numbers in the 
main memory 

Number of With fast local With cache Without cache 
processors memory memory memory 

1 688 854 7944 

2 348 436 4325 

3 246 297 3302 

4 223 274 3100 

Table 5.5. Speed up achieved for summation of 256 numbers in the main 
memory 

Number of With fast local With cache Without cache 
processors memory memory memory 

1 1 1 1 

2 1.9770 1.9587 1.8368 

3 2.7967 2.8754 2.4058 

4 3.0852 3.1168 2.5626 

Table 5.6. Efficiency achieved for summation of 256 numbers in the main 
memory 

Number of With fast local With cache Without cache 
processors memory memory memory 

1 1 1 1 

2 0.9885 0.9794 0.9184 

3 0.9322 0.9585 0.8019 

4 0.7713 0.7792 0.6406 
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Figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 compare the speed up and 

efficiency, for each of the memory configurations, for the two problems. They 

show that the results are fairly independent of the nature of problem solved on the 

testbed. 

5.5 Summary 

The speed up is achieved by increasing the number of processors in the 

multiprocessing testbed and dividing the problem among the processors in the 

system. The speed up achieved is fairly independent of the nature of the problem. 

Efficiency and hence the processor utilization reduces as the number of processors 

are increased in the testbed. 

The location of the main memory and cache are very crucial in reducing the 

processing time. The amount of processing time can be reduced by as much as 

12 times depending on the memory configuration. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK 

This chapter concludes the research work done on the parallel processing 

testbed. Future research suggestions are made at the end of the chapter. 

6.1 Conclusion 

The objective of the thesis was achieved. The Nu Machine was studied and 

converted into a parallel processing testbed. Programs were designed and coded 

for the MC6801 0 processor boards with the most suitable memory configuration, 

processor synchronization mechanism and interprocessor communication method 

for this particular configuration (using the Texas Instruments Inc. MC6801 0 

processor boards}. The performance of the system was evaluated and 

conclusions drawn. The backplane NuBus was found to be excellent for parallel 

processing. 

The major problems, which exist in many current small scale, multiprocessor 

systems using a common time shared bus, are bus contentions and memory 

conflicts. For the parallel processing testbed, the solutions to these processing 

problems have been proposed in Chapter IV. Several different possible 

alternatives are discussed and the best one for the current system configuration 

is determined. 
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In summary, interprocessor communication was managed through 

interrupts. Synchronization of different processes was also managed through the 

interrupt mechanism and the algorithm discussed in Chapter IV. Context switching 

for the processes was implemented by changing the PBRs and switching the 

processor between Supervisor and User modes. Memory interference was 

avoided by careful address mapping and through the use of the Access/Privilege 

bits. Static cache coherence check prevents cache coherence problems. 

Chapter V contains the system performance for memory intensive and 

computational intensive problems. It was determined that, since each processor 

locks up the NuBus during the execution of the instructions, the performance does 

not vary much between the memory intensive and the computation intensive 

problems. 

It was also determined that the way the memory is configured is very crucial 

for the performance of the testbed. The performance improves dramatically with 

an on-board fast memory. 

The results in the Chapter V also indicate that the performance of the Nu 

Machine converted to a parallel processing testbed (with MC6801 0 processor 

boards) is very attractive. There is a significant speed up achieved with an 

increase in the number of processor boards. As the processor boards are 

assembled from off-the-shelf components and available processor chips, the 

processor boards are relatively cheap. This means that the processor utilization 

factor would not be much of a concern for the system performance. 
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6.2 Suggested future research 

Based on the results obtained in the thesis, future work should be directed 

towards improvements in hardware and making the system easier to use. 

1 . Developing a system kernel. This kernel must take care of the memory 

mapping requirements and creating the address translation tables. The kernel 

should include the synchronization, interprocessor communication and fault tolerant 

schemes that are determined to be best suited as shown in Chapter IV. 

2. Investigating the compatibility of other currently available, advanced 

processor boards configured for the NuBus in the testbed. These advanced 

processors must have fast local memory and a cache for better performance. 

3. Portability of the currently available parallel software utilities and 

programs on the system. 

4. Investigating and implementing scheduling and load balancing strategies 

for the testbed. They could be crucial for the system performance. 
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